READER GARDEN

Makeover project

AFTER

Reader

MAKEOVER

“We can’t
believe the
transformation”
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VINTAGE SIGNS
and lovingly placed
ornaments give the
garden a personal touch.

HIMALAYAN BIRCH
trees with their vivid
bleached white bark will
mesh together to give
screening and privacy.
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BEFORE

THE LAWNED GARDEN
LONG AND NARROW and dominated by a stark wall, the
lawned garden wasn’t the most inviting of spaces. It lacked the
wow factor that had been created in the interior of the house.

A PATH of Scottish
pebbles links the
sandstone patio to the
softwood decking.

SARAH AND JON GILL-RICHARDS
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have transformed their narrow and uninviting
garden into a dream space for entertaining
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hen Sarah and Jon Gill-Richards
moved into their new barn
conversion, the garden wasn’t
the most inviting of spaces.
Although perfectly useable, it was long, narrow
and dominated by a stark wall. But they could
see it had potential. “We wanted it to have the
same ‘wow’ factor as the interior of the house,
with a ‘designed’ feel and designated areas to
eat where we could sit and relax as a family. I
loved the idea of rethinking the garden so that it
was more sympathetic to the style of the
property,” explains Sarah.
In addition to the lawned garden, there is also
a small courtyard area that’s separate from the
main garden. Luckily both are sun traps, which
tied in perfectly with their desire to have a
garden they could enjoy in the sunshine.
The couple worked up a set of plans together,
so when they met garden designer Chris Rixton
of Greenbird (greenbirdgardening.co.uk), it was
easy to discuss the materials and planting in
more detail. Sarah, who works as a creative
director, had tons of inspiration. “I read lots of
magazines, which really helped me to get
started. I created a set of mood boards and
used Pinterest to add more ideas,” she explains.
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“I think Jon was worried that we’d be spending a
lot of money on the project. It’s harder to justify
spending money on your outside space, but I
was convinced that it would be more
aesthetically pleasing, and also add value to the
house when we came to sell.”

THE PATIO
TIRED PAVING SLABS and uninspiring patio furniture failed
to provide the stylish extension to their home that Sarah and Jon
desired. Planting was sparse and uninspiring.

A PLACE TO SOCIALISE

Such input was invaluable to Chris and his team
when they started work on the project. “It was
clear that Sarah and Jon knew exactly what they
wanted. A space to socialise in and enjoy the
sunshine, and also somewhere to retreat to in
the evening. We needed to break up the narrow
feel of the garden with shape and structure, and
pull the lawned and courtyard areas together
with sympathetic planting.”
First Chris and his team cleared the poorly
laid lawn and old patio, then stripped everything
back to the bare soil. Next they built the raised
Scandinavian softwood deck at the end of the
garden and created an area where Sarah and
Jon can entertain in the evening, lit by three
chrome uplighters in the birch trees.
Raised softwood sleeper beds are filled with
the softness of Mexican feather grass to add
year-round colour, texture, movement and

CLEVER IDEA!

Curves help to soften
the rectangular space,
giving the sense of a
much larger garden

THE COURTYARD
DULL FENCES AND BORDERS were in desperate need
of dressing up and meant this secluded suntrap was not being
used to its full potential.
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That’s
clever!

A FIREPLACE
FOCAL POINT
complete with cast
iron cows brings
the outdoor living
space to life.

SHADY SPOTS REWARD
with purple black foliage
contrasting with colour pops.

VIVID ORANGE
and yellow splashed
heleniums scatter the border.

LUXE LAWN

MY GARDEN
PLAN

UPLIGHTERS
among the birch trees
create ambience.

THE LOOK
Modern rural with a nod to the past

OUR BUDGET
Courtyard paving £2,500
Courtyard gravel/pebbles £500
Courtyard planting £1,000
Indian sandstone natural stone patio
(Stonecraft ‘Raj Green’ sandstone
with ‘Raj Green’ setts) £3,000
Softwood deck and sleepers £4,000
Lawn and pathway £4,000
Power and lighting £1,000
Border planting including
Himalayan birch trees £1,000
TOTAL £17,000
HOW LONG IT TOOK
Clearance (2 days)
Deck and raised beds (2 days)
Patios (8 days)
Beds and pathways (2 days)
Lawn (1 day)
TOTAL 15 DAYS
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Indian
sandstone

High quality and
low-maintenance turf
offers instant lush

LOCATION
“A new-build barn in Somerset. We wanted
a space where we could socialise and enjoy
the sunshine, something with wow factor
that mirrored the interior of our house.”

THE SITE
Size 6 x 24m (20 x 79ft)
Faces South east
Soil Clay

Hydrangea

COOL BLUE-GREEN
paint (Cuprinol Shades
Willow) was used to give
furniture and fences a
smart makeover.

structure. These are interplanted with scarlettipped euphorbia ‘Ascot Rainbow’, the soft pink
domes of sedum ‘Matrona’ and the striking
golden-yellow flowers of black-eyed Susan
(rudbeckia ‘Goldsturm’).
The deck is linked to the rest of the garden
by a curved Scottish pebble path and this draws
your eye through the various textures within the
space and eventually to the end of the garden.
The main natural sandstone patio, where the
couple have created an outdoor lounge feel, is
also curved, as is the lawn. “Curves are so
important in this space,” explains Chris. “They
soften the rectangular space, drawing your eye
through all the elements of the garden, and
make a true extension of Sarah’s look for the
interior of the house.”

“When the
plants went in
it was magical”

Borders and paths are edged with flexible
EverEdge in a rustic Corten steel (everedge.
co.uk), which was curved to create a neat edge
around the central lawn. Low maintenance and
luscious, Medallion by Rolawn (rowlawn.co.uk),
a high-quality rolled turf that gives a healthy
looking and hard-wearing lawn, was laid.
The distinctive wall that encloses the garden
makes the perfect backdrop for a shady planting
scheme featuring clipped box, lemon ‘Desert
Sun’ lupins and sunny yellow Alchemilla
‘Moonshine’ interspersed with chunky-leaved
fatsia, tangerine-hued heleniums and deep
purple planting such as penstemon ‘Raven’ and
aster ‘Purple Dome’. “I think the real
transformation came when the plants went in,”
says Sarah. “It was magical. A year on, they have
really started to mature and are looking great.
I’ve developed quite an interest in gardening.”
Meanwhile, the courtyard garden was
transformed using Raj Green Indian Sandstone
paving with matching setts to define the border
(castacrete.co.uk) and a raised bed planted with
a cool palette of lime, cream and green planting

Mexican
feather
grass

Jon and Sarah Gill-Richards now
have a
space to socialise in and enjoy
the sunshine
with clipped box, pompom-headed hydrangea
‘Limelight’ and a neat row of magnolia trees.
Sarah and Jon were keen to add their own
personal touch too. Vintage signs came from
eBay and flea markets, while the cast iron cows
on the fireplace were found at a reclamation
yard in Wells. “It’s a really quirky feature and has
become quite a talking point,” says Sarah.
The new garden is a huge hit. “We love it!”
says Sarah. “It feels like an extension of our
house. We can’t believe the transformation. If
only we could take it with us if we move.”

FEATHERY GRASSES
are placed at the front of a
border of taller, statuesque
plants to help soften the
decking area.
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